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Attributed tree grammars* 
Barbar, K., Attributed tree grammars. Theoretical Computer Science 119 (1993) 3-22. 
This paper develop? a notion of attributes on tree grammars. We study the case when graphs of 
attributes arc associated with terminal symbols of tree grammars. An algebraic formalism is given in 
this case for attributed tree grammars. We also describe algorithms for the test of noncircularity. 
These algorithms generalize Knuth’s algorithm to attributed tree grammars. The main idea bchlnd 
this approach is to represent graphics (attributed graphs) by trees whose nodes are enriched with 
attributes. 
1. introduction 
In this paper, we extend the notion of attributes to tree grammars, and give 
a generalization to attributed tree grammars of the algorithm of Knuth [17,18], for 
the test of noncircularity. 
Attribute grammars were introduced by Knuth [17,18] in order to describe the 
semantics of programming languages. In addition, many applications of attribute 
grammars have been investigated. Attribute grammars are useful to prove the correct- 
ness of recursive procedures [5-73, to realize incremental editors [2l], etc. However, 
some applications especially need to have attributes on grammars generating graphs 
or trees as syntactic support. Gottler [14P16] introduced the notion of attributed 
graph grammars, and used them to describe sets of graphics (where a graphic is an 
attributed graph). But we can observe that his attributed graph grammars are not 
“context-free”, and, furthermore, there does not exist an algorithm for the test of 
noncircularity comparable to the one of Knuth. 
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From this perspective of extending the notion of attributes, we are interested i 
defining attributes on tree grammars. This work has a theoretical interest in the stud 
of the “context-freeness” of attributed tree grammars and in the existence of alga 
rithms for the test of noncircularity. We can also use attributed tree grammars t 
represent sets of graphics (i.e. graphs with attributes). 
In tree grammars, each terminal and nonterminal symbol has an arity. In addition 
a set of variable symbols is given, and these symbols represent subtrees in derivatior 
on trees. As an example, we take the production shown in Fig. 1, where cp 
nonterminal, ,f’ and 0 are terminal and .~r, .x2, .y3 are variables. This production als 
shows the capacity of tree grammars for deleting and duplicating subtrees in derive 
tions on trees (see the derivation below), since in the right-hand side .y2 does not OCCL 
and .~r occurs twice. 
In this paper, we show a way to define attributes on tree grammars. Our metho 
consists in associating attributes with all symbols of the tree grammar and givin 
a graph of attribute dependencies for each terminal symbol. As an example, let L 
consider the graphs of attributes for the terminal symbols ,f’ and 0 given on th 
Fig. 3. 
production q (see Fig. 2). Since graphs of attributes are associated with terminal 
symbols, it is easy to define the graph of attributes associated with a tree obtained by 
a derivation. The derivation given in Fig. 3 shows how to “insert” the graph of 
attributes of the production q in the “context” where q is applied. In this derivation, 
the subtree t, has been duplicated, t, deleted, and t3 recopied. 
For this type of attributed tree grammar, we develop an algebraic formalism 
inspired by the techniques of Engelfriet and Schmidt [9, lo], see also [4,11,20]. We 
prove that our attributed tree grammars are context-free, i.e. the sets of generated 
graphs of attributes are a least fixed point of a regular system. In fact, the regular 
system is obtained by associating an equation with each production. As an example, 
the equation associated with the previous production q is 
where cp’ is a symbol corresponding to cp, and similarly for ,f’ and 0’, 7~: is the ith 
projection and it is a terminal symbol and corresponds to .Yi, but c”,~ is a new symbol 
of composition (of functions or relations). 
We also give iterative algorithms to test for noncircularity of generated graphs of 
attributes. These algorithms generalize the one of Knuth [17,18] to attributed tree 
grammars, and are expressed in terms of the computation of a least fixed point of the 
regular system described above, on the finite algebra of “projections” of graphs of 
attributes. Note that the finiteness of the algebra ensures the decidability of the 
property of noncircularity. 
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Finally, we observe that attributed tree grammars and the attributed graph gram- 
mars of Gottler [ 151 are incomparable. The reason is that attributed tree grammars 
can duplicate graphs of attributes, and this operation is not possible with attributed 
graph grammars. But the interest of attributed tree grammars is twofold: they can be 
characterized in an algebraic way, and it is possible to verify their noncircularity. 
These two aspects permit the development of evaluators for attributed tree grammars 
similar to the ones known for classical attribute grammars. 
The present paper is organized as follows. After some preliminaries in Section 2, we 
review the definition of tree grammars in Section 3. We introduce attributed tree 
grammars in Section 4, and give some results about them. Section 5 deals with the 
noncircularity problem of graphs of attributes. We prove that it is decidable, and 
describe iterative algorithms for the test of noncircularity. We also illustrate our 
results with an example. Finally, we develop an application of attributed tree gram- 
mars in Section 6. We use them to represent languages of graphics (i.e. graphs with 
attributes). 
2. Terminology, definitions 
For any set A, Y(A) denotes the power set of A. N + is the set of positive integers and 
N*, (or the free monoi‘d on N+) represents the set of nodes of all trees in Dewey 
notation. 
For a ranked alphabet C, T, denotes the set of trees over C. We denote by ?‘(a) the 
rank of the element CJ of Z. If X is a set of variables, T,(X) denotes the set Tzux. We 
denote by t[tr, . . . ,t,] the result of substituting ti for every occurrence of .Yi in the 
tree t. 
Let S be a set of sorts. An S-signature is a set F such that each element of F has 
a sort in S. An F-algebra B is of the form B=((B,),,,, (.f;l)fEF), where B, are the 
domains and 1; the operators. 
We recall now from [9, IO] the following definitions: 
_ for an S-signature C, the definition of the derived N-sorted alphabet D(C), 
~ for a G-algebra A, the definition of the D(C)-algebra %?(A) of relations on A. 
Definition 2.1. Let Z be a ranked alphabet and, for ~130, I:= (a’lo~C,J be a new set 
of symbols; for each n 3 1 and each 1 d i < n, let nl be a new symbol (the ith projection 
symbol of sort n); and for each n > 0 and k 20, let c,,~ be a new symbol (the (n, k)th 
composition symbol). Then D(Z) is defined as follows: 
(i) @1),,0=&; 
(ii) for n> 1. D(C),,,=Z~ufrr~I 1 Gidn); 
(iii) for n,k>O, D(C),,L,,,L fi =(L.,,~); 
Y1 
I/ lmx, 
(iv) D(Z),,,=@ otherwise. 
For any symbol rr, (r’ denotes a new symbol corresponding to CJ. 
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Definition 2.2. Let A be a Z-algebra. The D(C)-algebra &?(A) of relations on A is 
defined by 
(i) for 1130, ~(A),=.Y(A”+l) (S?(A),=?(A)); 
(ii) for n 20 and CCC,,, (T;(,~)=(T~ (more precisely, 
c&(~,=((u ,,..., u,,u)luI ,..., U,EA and a~o,(a ,,..., a,))); 
(iii) for n31 and l<i<n, rr;=((ur ,..., a,,ui)luI ,.... u,EA), 
i.e. $’ is the ith projection (relation): A”-+A; 
(iv) for II, k > 0, R G A “+‘andR ,,..., R,gAk+l,cn,k(R,R1 ,..., R,)=R,(R, ,..., R,), 
i.e. c’,,k is the composition of relations (in fact, 
R,(R,, . . . . R,)= ((u,, . . . ,a,,u)~3h, ,..., h,cA such that 
(UI ,..., Uk,hi)ERi and (hr ,..., h,,u)~R]). 
Later, we will use an algebra of relations, built on some particular algebra of 
graphs, to characterize an algorithm to test for noncircularity of generated graphs 
of attributes. 
Fig. 5. 
A directed graph (or graph) is a pair q =( V, E), where V is the set of vertices and 
ES Vx V the set of edges, and we say that 9 is a graph on V. The union of 9 =( V, E) 
and y’=( V’, E’) is qug’=( Vu V’, EVE’). 
3. Context-free tree grammars 
We review from [9] the definition of context-free tree grammars and some of the 
results therein. 
Definition 3.1. A context-free tree grammar (CFTG) is a 4-tuple G = (F, @,X, P) 
where 
~ F is a finite ranked alphabet of terminal symbols; 
_ @ is a finite ranked alphabet of nonterminal symbols, disjoint from F; 
- X is a finite set of variable symbols, and 
- P is a finite set of productions of the form cp(xr, . ,.xk)+fp, where ?“((p)=k and 
fpE 7-F”@( [.Yr, . , &) ). 
The axiom of G is denoted by Z, ?‘(Z)=O, and we suppose that it does not occur in 
the right-hand side of any production. We denote by L(G) the set of trees generated by 
starting from the axiom Z. 
Example 3.2. Let G = (F, @, X, P) be as follows: 
F=j,f;h,O,l), @=(Z,‘p,!f’j, X=(.u,,s2,x3) and P= 
as shown in Fig. 4. 
Given a tree r, a node u of r labelled by a nonterminal cp, and a production 
p=(p(xl, . . . , xk)+tp, the derivation t 5 t’ generates a tree t’ obtained by replacing 
in t the subtree q(tr, . . . , tk) at u by the tree t,[tr, . . ..tk]. 
A feature of tree grammars is the possibility of duplication and deletion of subtrees 
in a derivation tree. We can view the change as a production p= cp(.ul, . . . , xk)-+tp. 
If a variable .~i of v, occurs more than two times (or .Yi does not occur) in the tree rp, 
then by applying the production p we duplicate (or we delete) subtrees. 
Moreover, the order in which we apply productions to nonterminals of a given tree 
is important. In [9], the authors have distinguished two orders: the outside-inside one 
(01) from top down, and the inside-outside one (IO) from bottom up. Then every 
context-free tree grammar G generates two languages of trees from the axiom Z 
denoted by L,,(G) and L,,(G) (see Fig. 5). In what follows, we only give the details of 
the proofs for the 10 mode of derivation. 
We recall from 19. IO] how to transform a GFTG into a system of regular 
equations. First, a family of mappings COMB’=(COMBf), dO will be defined, where 
COMB: maps a C-tree with k variables into D(C)-tree of sort k. 
Definition 3.3. Let C be a ranked alphabet. For k>O. 
COMB:: TAXd+T,m,, is the mapping defined by 
(i) for .X~ES, COMB:(ri)=r$ 
(ii) for adz,, COMB~(~)=C.~,~((T’) 
(iii) for (TEZ‘, (n 3 I), 
COMB,Z(o(t,, . . . , tn))=(.n,k(&.COMB;(t,), . .COMB;(t,)). 
For a given GFTG G, the associated regular system will be 
CD= (c~‘=CoMB~“~(t,)Jp=~((r,, . . . ,.xk)+t,, is a production in G). 
The regular system CD associated with the GFTG of example (3.2) is 
Z’=(,,,,(~‘.(.o,o(~‘), c’o,a(O’), ~o,o($‘)), 
v’= ((.2,3(.rr (.3,3((p’,71:,~.“,0(0’), l-r:), lr:), (.3,3(h',~:.n:,7C~)). 
$‘= (‘o.o(O’), COO,“). 
We show now some details given in 19, lo] about the characterization by fixed 
point of languages of trees. 
Given a ranked alphabet F, a set of variables X and an F-algebra A, the functions 
Derop, and Derrel,, as defined in [9, IO], are: 
- for a tree t, t,., is the derived operator of t: 
t,: A’+A, 
I‘.l(Ul, . . . ,u,)=cr(a,. ,Uk). 
. . . . x . . . . . . . X . . . . 
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where 5: T,(X,)-+A is the unique F-homomorphism such that U(si)=(li for 1 <i< 
~ Derop,(t)=t,; 
~ Derrel,(t)=((a, ,..., ok,u)/tA(ul ,..., ak)=uj. 
If h, is the unique homomorphism from T, to A, we have 
VttETp. h,(t)=t,, 
h,(L,,(G))=Derrel,(L,,(G))=~G”%3(A)I, 
h.~(L,,(G))=Derrop,(Lo,(G))=IGD.~3(C~(A))I, 
where 1 1 denotes the least fixed point of a regular system on an appropriate algebr 
Later, in our application the function h, will be the one which tests the noncirculari 
of graphs of attributes. 
4. Attributed context-free tree grammars 
We define in this section a notion of attributes on context-free tree grammars, ar 
give some results. We will show a method of associating attributes with tree grar 
mars. It consists of defining a graph of attributes for each terminal symbol of the tr 
grammar. The fact that graphs of attributes are associated with terminal symbc 
permits us to use the results of Engelfriet and Schmidt [9, lo], and then to develop : 
algebraic formalism for attributed context-free tree grammars. This formalism will I 
very useful in the next section for the study of the problem of noncircularity of grap 
of attributes. 
Definition 4.1. An attributed context-free tree grammar (ACFTG) is a trip 
G= ( ATT, G, D ), where 
~ ATT is a finite set of attributes (or sorts); 
_ G = (F. @,X, P) is a CFTG such that with each symbol z of Fu@uX a subset 
attributes ATT(x), the sort of Y, is associated, and satisfies the following tv 
conditions: 
l for a production p= q(sr, ..yk)+tpr the nonterminal cp and the label of the root 
tn have the same set of attributes; 
l for every x~Fu@, if /j and /Y are two ith children of occurrences of r in the 
right-hand sides (t,) of productions of G, then /I and [Y have the same set of 
attributes. It follows that every 2 of rank n has a type (s. s,, . ,s,), where s is the 
set of the attributes of Y and si the set of attributes of any ith child of x; 
~ D is a function which associates with each terminal symbol ,f’ of F and of type 
(.s,sr. . ..s,), a graph D(,f) on the set of vertices s x (F) us, x (1) u ... us, x (II). 
We suppose that E, 1. . . . , II are, respectively, the nodes in a fictitious tree 
.f’(.Y 1, . . , s,) of,f’and s 1. . . . , s,. (Here .~i represents the ith child of,/‘). We represent 
the graph D(f) as shown in Fig. 6. 
Later, to simplify we will write ATT( ,j’) instead of ATT( ,I’) x (E). 
Example 4.2. Let C?= (ATT. G, D) be as follows: 
- ATT = (~1, z, u), 
ATT(Z)=ATT((p)=ATT(,f‘)=ATT(h)= (~1, 1. (I), 
ATT(~)=ATT(r,)=ATT(s,)=ATT(r,)=ATT(O)=ATT(l)=(~,rr), 
- G is the CFTG of Example 3.2: 
_ the set of productions and the function D are as shown in Fig. 7. 
In order to express in an inductive way the graph D( ,/'(tl. . . , t,)) associated with 
a tree ,f’(tr, . . . , t,), we introduce an operation of substitution ([ 1) on graphs of 
attributes which is “compatible” with the substitution on trees. Let D( ,j') be the graph 
associated with,f‘in a given ACFTG G. and let q1 . . , q,, be II graphs, where t1= i ( f ). 
The graph D( ,f) [q,, . . ,s,] is defined by 
where 
~ u is the union on graphs; 
_ ai is the graph obtained from qi by renaming its vertices: a vertex ((I, r) in (li 
becomes (u, ir) in ~i(~~i). where ic is the concatenation in the monoid Ni*, of i and 1’. 
We represent the graph D(,f') [gl, . . . ,q,] as shown in Fig. 8. Then the graph 
associated with a tree t=.f’(t,. . . . ,t,) is defined by D(t)=D(,f')[D(t,), . . D(f,)]. This 
definition is valid since D is defined for each terminal symbol. 
We show now that the graphs of attributes, generated by an attributed context-free 
grammar, are elements of an algebra of graphs. Afterwards, we will prove that the 
function D is a homomorphism from the initial algebra on the set of terminal symbols 
to the algebra of graphs. 
Let us now define the algebra of graphs. 
Definition 4.3. Let G= (ATT, G, D) be an ACFTG, where G = ( F, @, X, P >. We take 
.Y(ATT) as a set of sorts; then F is a P(ATT)-signature. The F-algebra A of graphs is 
A =((As)\t,a,i\~~,r ( f~)j.t~,.). 
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where 
_ V.sc.Y(ATT), A, is the set of graphs on ATT x Ni*,, where N*, represents the set of 
the nodes of all trees (remark: V’s, A, is the same); 
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~ for-f&F and of type (s,s,, . . . ..~,),,/a is the function 
.i; : 4, x Aspt+& 
.fAkI l,...,s,)=~(.l’)cgl,...,s”l. 
We can observe that the functi0n.f; is defined as a substitution in the graph D( j’). 
Proposition 4.4. The ,fimction D is the unique homomorphism ,j-om TF to A. 
Proof. For t =,f‘(tl, . . . , t,), we have 
D(,f‘(t,, . . , t,))= D(J‘) [D(tl), . , D(t,)] (definition of D) 
=.f,,(D(t,), . . . . D(t,)) (definition of the algebra A). 0 
Consequence 4.5. The sets of graphs generated by G denoted by D(L,,(G)) and 
D(L,,(G)) have a characterization by fixed point since L,,(G)) and L,,(G) are so 
(see [9, lo]). This means that they are context-free in the sense of Courcelle [6]. 
5. Noncircularity problem 
We recall that this problem consists in deciding whether all graphs generated by an 
attributed context-free tree grammar are acyclic. 
In what follows, we will prove that the noncircularity problem is decidable since it 
consists in the computation of a least fixed point of a regular system on a finite 
algebra. Thus, the operators of the algebra describe in some way the principle of our 
(iterative) algorithm for the test of noncircularity. 
Let us consider the following boolean function CYCLE: 
terminal trees graphs of 
attributes 
D 
T, - A 
CYCLE 
w (O,li 
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for SEA, CYCLE(<q)=O iff the graph q is acyclic. 
Then our goal is to compute the value of the function CYCLE on the set of graphs of 
attributes generated by an attributed context-free tree grammar, or CYCLE (D(L(G)) 
(in both the cases 10 and 01). 
We observe that the function CYCLE is not inductive w.r.t the structure of the trees, 
since we cannot deduce the value ofthe function CYCLE on the graph D( ,f’(tr, . , t,)) 
from its value on the graphs D(ti), . . ..D(t.). For this reason, CYCLE must be 
completed by other information extracted from the graphs. This information is 
contained in a graph obtained by a projection (U defined as follows: 
T, n 
CYCLE 
A - (0.1) 
\ 
C'J 
M 
where 
_ M is the set of graphs on ATT x (E) (E denotes the root of any tree), and 
~ for q= ( V, E) a graph in A and V’ a set (of vertices), co(g, V’) is the projection of y on 
I” defined by o)(q, I”)=( I”, ((r’, r”) 1 I”, 1”‘~ V’ and there exists a path ~i+.‘~+rn>~ 
in q such that ri = l.‘, I’,,, = r” and for I < i < m, tli$ V’ ) Then, if 61 = D(r) for some tree 
t, the graph ca(D(f), ATT x it:]), or simply tu(D(t)), is the projection of D(t) on the 
attributes of the root of t. 
We will give two definitions which show how to associate a path in the graph 
D( /‘(ti, . . ..t.)) with a path (projection) in D(,f)[w(D(f,)), . . ..co(D(t.))], and vice 
versa. 
First, we make the following observation: if ph = or +. . . jr,,, is a path in a given 
graph D(f) [cql. . ,s,,] then it can be decomposed into subpaths in the following way: 
where V’~E[ I s], ph, is a subpath in D( ,f') or in si for some i in [I . n]. 
In the case when yi=D(ti) and ti is a subtree in .f’(tr,...,t,), the subpath 
phj=rk,_,+...+ck, in D(ti) satisfies the condition that c~,_~, rk, are attributes of the 
root of ti whereas the other attributes in the path ph, are not. This means that 
I’~,_,AQ, is a path in the graph tu(D(ti)). 
Definition 5.1. Let ph=rr+...+c, be a path in the graph D (.f'(tl, . . ..t.)). The 
operation of reducing the path ph consists in the replacement of all subpaths 
phj= Q, ~, +. +I’~, of ph which belong to some graph D(ti) by the subpaths ~‘k, 1 +c’k, 
of c,~(D(ti)). The obtained path is in D(,f')[to(D(t,)), . ...to(D(t.))]. In the opposite 
direction, we replace each subpath ck, , +ck, in some (l)(D(ti)) by its corresponding 
path I’~,_ ,+...+P~, in D(ri) (see definition of (1)). This operation will be called the one 
of extending a path in D( ,/‘)[(o(D(r,)), , cu(D(r,))] to a path in D( ,f’(t,, . , t,)). 
The following proposition proves that the function of projection has the property 
of inductivity. 
Proposition 5.2. Let G = (ATT. G, D) he utt ACFTG, \chrw G = ( F. (D, X. P). We hrr 
/or t =f’(t,, . . f”). 
(!J(D( ,f (fl. . . . ,f,)))=dD( f’)I(f~(Wfl)). ..>(fJ(D(f.))l) 
Proof. The two graphs of the above equality have the same set of vertices ATT(,/). 
Then we need to prove that they also have the same set of edges. 
~ co(D(,l’(f,,....t,)))~(f~(D(,l’)[(,~(D(t,)),....to(D(r,))]). 
Let e be an edge in the graph co(D(,f’(f,, . . ..t.))). Then there exists a path 
ph=~~l-+...-+r~, in D(,f(t,,...,r,)) such that r=(~~,,~,,,), r1 and v,EATT(,J‘) and, 
for I <,j<ttt, r,$ATT(,J’). Let ph’ be the path obtained in reducing the path ph to 
one in the graph D( ,f’)[c~~(D(t,)), . . . . cu(D(f,))]. The path ph’ satisfies the condition 
that [‘1, P,EATT( 1’) because ph and ph’ have the same origin and extremity, and 
for I <,j < tn, r,$ATT( I’). Therefore, the edge o=(L.~.L.,,,) is in the graph 
(~J(D(./‘)[(~J(D(~, 11, . . . .dD!r,))]). 
We use the operation ofextending a path in D( ,/‘)[o~(D(f,)), . . . ,v~(D(t,))] to one in 
D( ,f(t,, . .f,)) to prove. in the same way, the inclusion in the other direction. Then 
we conclude that the two graphs are the same. and then projection OJ is inductive. n 
The following proposition shows how the projection graph is useful for the compu- 
tation of the value of the function CYCLE. 
CYCLE(D( ,/‘(t,, . . ,t,)))=O iff 
CYCLE (D(t,))=CYCLE(D(t,)) 
Proof. a: Let t =,f(tl, .,. , t,) be a tree such that its associated graph D( .J(t 1, . . . , t,)) 
is not cyclic, i.e. CYCLE(D( ,f’(tI, . . . . f,)))=O. As the graph (D(,f(t,, . . . .t,)) is ob- 
tained in substituting all the graphs D(ti) in D(,f), then CYCLE(D(ti))=O for i in 
[ 1 t?]. We prove by contradiction that the graph D( .f’)[w(D(t, )). . . . , co(D(t,))] is not 
cyclic. Assume that it contains a circuit ph = I’~ +...+L’,,,. With the extending opera- 
tion (Definition .5.1), we transform the circuit ph into another circuit ph’ in the graph 
D( /‘([I, . . . , t,)). This contradicts the fact that CYCLE(D( f’(tI. . , t,))=O. 
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-=: Let r=,f(tI, . ,rn) be a tree such that CYCLE(D(t,))=...=CYCLE(D(t,))= 
CYCLE(D( ,j’)[t~~(D(t,)), . ,to(D(t,))] =O. We prove by contradiction that 
CYCLE(D( ,f(tI, . . . ,r,)))=O. 
Assume that the graph D( ,f’(t,. . . . ,t,)) contains a circuit ph=LII+...--+c, such that 
l’1 = L‘, and, for 1 <k <m, 1 <,j<m, vk #t:j. We distinguish two cases: 
(1) the path ph is in some D(ti). 
It follows that the graph D(ti) is cyclic, and this contradicts the fact that 
CYCLE(D(ri))=O; 
(2) Zlj~[l m- I], rj-+rj+, is an edge in the graph D(f). 
With the reducing operation (see def (5.1)), we transform the path (circuit) 
rl+...-+r m in D(,f’(r,, ,t,)) into a path ph’=rl+...+c,,, in D(f’)[to(D(t,)), 
. . . , to(D(r,))]. As L’~ =c,, the previous graph is cyclic. This contradicts our hypothesis 
that CYCLE(D(J’)[to(D(tl)), . . . ,to(D(t,))])=O. 0 
Now we show that the composition of the function D with the pair of functions 
CYCLE and (11 defines a homomorphism. This permits us later to characterize the 
noncircularity problem by a fixed point. 
Proposition 5.4. With the same hypothesis as in the preceding proposition, the,firnction 
(CYCLE, to) a D is a homomarphi.sm ,fiwm the initial algebra T, to un F-algrhra B 
dc+incYl hJ 
- for s+G.P(ATT), B,= [O. 1) ~(~~~~=(V,E)isagrupharzdV~.sxj~)),i.e.anelem~nt 
o/’ B, con.si.st.s of a boolean calue and a graph on s x (E); 
- ,f& fi F of tape (s, s ,, . . . , s,),,fh is the,finction,f~: B,, x ... x B,,,wB,, 
.fA(bI>.clI). ..’ >(b,,%I))=(b>H). 
vchrw 
b= 0 if’h,=...=b,=CYCLE(D(,f‘)[g,,...,y,])=O, 
i I 0therwi.w. 
y = to(D( ,f )[y,, . , qJ) the graph obtained by the projection of 
D( ,f’)[qI, . . ,q,,] on the attributes of’,fI 
Proof. Let t =,f’(t,, . , r,,) be a tree in G. By the two previous propositions, we have 
to(D(,l’(rl, . . . ,t,)))= co(D(.f’)Ctu(D(t,)),...,to(D(t,))l), 
CYCLE(D( ,j’(t,. . . . , t,)))=O iff 
CYCLE(D(t,))=...=CYCLE(D(t,)) 
=CYCLE(D( ,j’)[to(D(tl)), . ,c~~(D(t,))])=o. 
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We conclude that 
(CYCLE,tu)‘aD( f’(r,, . . . .t,)) 
=,J;((CYCLE D(t,),co o(tl)), . . . . (CYCLE o(t,),(~ D(t,))) 
and then (CYCLE, (11) D is a homomorphism from T,; to the algebra B defined above. 
We also have (CYCLE,co) D=derop,. n 
Now, we can give our main result about the noncircularity problem. 
Proof. We have the following: 
(CYCLE,(J)) D(I,,o(G))=derop,(l,o(G)) (by the previous proposition) 
=IGD3’(B)I (see Section 3.1). 
Since the algebra B is finite, the solution of IG”%?(B)I can be computed in a finite 
number of steps. Therefore, CYCLE(L,o(G)) can be determined in finite time by an 
iterative algorithm. 0 
By the previous theorem, we have proved that to decide if an attributed context- 
free tree grammar is noncircular in the IO case, we need to resolve a regular system in 
a finite algebra of relations. 
Example 5.6. We consider the ACFTG of Example 4.2, and give the details for the IO 
case. Our algorithm consists of the computation of the least fixed point of a regular 
system CD associated with the tree grammar on W(B), which is an algebra of relations 
on graphs. 
The regular system G” associated with G (in [9]) is 
z’=(.,,,(cp’,(,,,“(~‘), C’o.o(O’), C~o,o($‘)), 
~‘=j~~2,3(.1’1,~~3,3((p’,71:,(.0,0(0’).Tc33),7c:),(.~,3(h’,7c:,~:,TI:)), 
$‘= ((‘o.o(O’). C’o,o(l’)), 
where c,, k is the composition of relations and 7~: is the ith projection (Definition 2.2). 
The interpretation of the terminal symbols in the algebra of relations B(B) is (see 
Figs. 9 and 10; the first boolean component (zero) indicates that the graphs D(0) and 
D( 1) are acyclic) 
.1’1 *(B)=((hl,hz,h)Ihl,hZ~B and h?_fe(h,,h2)), 
h’,(,,=((h,.h,.h,,h)Ih,,h,,h,~B and kI~~(h,,h,,h~)i. 
IX 
Fig. 9 
0' 
R(B) 
1’ (2, E) 
(a, E) 
at(B) =(O, 0 
22) 
Fig. IO. 
The resolution of the system G” on the algebra 2?(B) is given by the following array: 
;=o 
/=I 
;=2 
,=3 
0 0 0 
IQ>(H). ‘;,H,I (I); 0 
IdClll :v;.v; I z; 
ldem idem idcm 
where (pi and q; are, respectively, the relations defined by the interpretation 
on :2’(B) of the expressions c,,,(h’.rr:.rr:, rci) and c2,3(.1”. (.3,3(~.3,j(h’,~:,713, rr:), 
rr:, (‘0, o(O’), n: ), n: ). 
From the fact that ]G”%3(B)],.=Z’, (see Fig. 1 I), we deduce that CYCLE 
(D(L,o(G)))= {O) and then G is noncircular. 
Similarly. for the 01-case, we have to compute ]G” <PA(y(B))] with the same regular 
system as for the IO-case, where .FA(.P(B)) is the algebra of d-continuous and total 
functions on the power set of B (see [9. IO]). 
In both cases, 10 and 01, our algorithms generalize the one of Knuth [17.18] to 
attributed context-free tree grammars. 
6. Application of attributed context-free tree grammars 
We want to define a language L of graphics (see [14P16]). A graphic consists of 
either a unit square or two (finite) series of nested squares contained in a rectangle. 
and z; = (0, 
Fig. 1 I 
(a, E) (b,E) 
q=z-u - - 
Lb 
Fig. 13. 
(a,E) (b,E) 
cp- - 
p2 =z- 
Fig. 14. 
The length of the bounding rectangle is equal to twice the side of an immediately 
interior square plus three, and its width is equal to the side of an immediately interior 
square plus two. The most interior squares are unit squares; the sides of squares 
immediately containing unit squares are equal to two, and the sides of other squares 
are equal to the sum of the sides of two immediately interior squares. Figure 12 shows 
the first four graphics of L. 
The structure of a graphic y of L will be represented by a tree. The two series of the 
nested squares (say, of the “left” and “right” side of the rectangle) will be represented 
K. Btrrhtrt 
(a, El (b, E ) 
cp’ - 
(a,l) (b,l) 
* - 
(a,1 1) (b,ll) 
Fig. 15. 
Fig. 16 
by the monadic trees, say rI and t2, respectively. Then the whole graphic Q will be 
obtained by simply joining t, and t, by a common root (the root itself representing, 
of course, the bounding rectangle). By attributes associated with the tree, we describe 
the length, width and sides of the boxes of (1. 
The language I, is described by the following ACFTG: 
G=(ATT, G, D), 
where 
~ ATT= (u, h), the attribute u represents the side of the square s or the length of the 
bounding rectangle I’, and the attribute h is the side of the square immediately 
included in s or r; 
- G=(F,@,X,P), with 
_ F = (u,s,r). u,s,r represent, respectively, the unit square, any square, and the 
bounding rectangle; 
- @= (Z,cp), X=(sl ), P and D (with semantic rules) are as shown in Fig. 13, with 
semantic rules (a,&)= 1, (h,&)=O, in Fig. 14 with semantic rules (a, I)= 1, (h, l)= 1, 
(the symbol II corresponds to the unit square ((a, I)= l), which is the most interior 
one of any graphic of L), in Fig. 15 with semantic rules (u, l)=(u, 1 l)+(h, I l), (h, 1) 
=(a, II) ((N, I I) and (h, I I) represent the sides of the two squares immediately 
contained in the square represented by s) and in Fig. 16 with semantic rules 
(u,E)=(u, 1)+(0,2)+3, (~.E)=(N, 1)+2 (the symbol r corresponds to the bounding 
rectangle. (a, 1) and (a,2) represent the sides of the two squares (respectively at the 
left and the right) immediately contained in r). 
We note that the set of graphs generated by the above attributed context-free tree 
grammars cannot be generated by an attributed graph grammar because the 
last production duplicates subgraphs of attributes. Secondly, it is possible to add 
“inherited” attributes to this example in order to display graphics on the screen. 
Conclusion 
We have presented an algebraic formalism for attributed tree grammars and 
algorithms for the test of noncircularity of generated graphs of attributes. We think 
that it is possible to generalize to attributed context-free tree grammars most of the 
evaluation algorithms given for the “classical” attribute grammars (cf. [l-3.8, 12, 191). 
Moreover, there are two interesting theoretical research directions: 
~ the decidability of second-order logic formulas on graphs of attributes: 
- a global theory of graph grammars which offers the possibility to duplicate 
subgraphs. 
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